2008 dodge avenger fuel pump relay location

I got some starter fluid and sprayed some into the air filter to see if it was a gas problem and
indeed it was. I went to my backseat and I disconnected the fuel line and placed a towel
underneath it and cranked my engine but no fuel was on my towel. Am I overlooking it? What
should I do? GuruV4FYQ answered 2 years ago. Gladis answered 2 years ago. I went to my
backseat and I disconnected t I installed a brand new fuel pump it kicks on but no gas coming
out what is causing this need help bad thanks. Hello my avenger battery died when i was
leaving work i tried to start and no start no crack and no power from battery. I left for work at 5
am car started fine then went on lunch break at 12p Put new fuel pump in and checked all fuses
and relays, but still now power to fuel pump. Can crank with starting fluid. I would like to know if
you need to take off the timing belt in order to get to the water pump on a Dodge avenger. I have
a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. No power to fuel pump. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Dodge Avenger
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Dodge
Avenger Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars For Sale. My car wont start and I changed a relay and replace it with another
one that I removed from next to it and it started but the next day it wouldn't so I need to know
which would be the fuel pump relay and which one is the started it there is one. I have 4 relays.
What are they for and which one is which? Do you. Hey Johnnyt86, There is not a fuel pump
relay because it is integrated into the TIPM here is a diagram and guide to help you troubleshoot
the problem. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click
to enlarge. Was this answer. I have a Dodge Avenger 2. According to the Haynes manual, this
fuse is connected to the starter relay. I have replaced the link and and the car runs for a little
while and the link separates again. I believe that there is a short somewhere but I don't know
where. Please Help, Henton Was this answer. After the link blows, what stops working? Does
the engine still crank? If it does, the terminal on the starter relay is just a convenient tie point.
Ford is famous for doing that, but your car should have plug-in relays with no provision to bolt
on extra wires. For that reason, I'm guessing the link is in the starter solenoid circuit. It should
not blow when the circuit is not energized. When it does, the bulb will go to normal, full
brightness. When the short is gone, the bulb will go out. That will save the expense of
constantly replacing fuses. If this is indeed the starter solenoid circuit, it will not work with the
bulb installed because the bulb has too much resistance to allow enough current to pass. A
more common high current circuit to cause this problem is the radiator fan. If the link doesn't
blow until the engine is warmed up, and you suspect the fan motor, bypass the fan relay and
watch if the light bulb gets bright. If it does, unplug the motor and try it again. If the bulb still
gets bright, there's a short in the wiring. If the bulb stays off, suspect a shorted or tight motor. If
the motor tries to run, it will run slow due to the resistance of the light bulb in the circuit. To
bypass the relay, unplug it and use a jumper wire between the two terminals for the relay's
contacts as shown on the drawing in the side of the cover, OR, you can pop the cover off, plug
the relay back into the socket, and squeeze the contacts to turn them on. Other things to try
include rocking the car while it's in park to cause the engine to rock. This will make wiring
harnesses shift position. If you can get the light bulb to stay bright, run around unplugging
various connectors to see if any affect the bulb. That could help lead to the cause. Caradiodoc
Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Fuse Panel Diagram Content.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! This was a major update including an all new
frame, suspension, powertrains, interiors, and sheet metal. I have lost all electrical power to my
07 Dodge. It is completely dead. I have checked the battery and fuses and all are ok. I have
cleaned all ground connections I can find on the battery and cleaned the posts on the battery
itself. Still no power. While looking through the internet I came across a relay called an ASD. I
believe it stands for an automatic shutdown relay. I don't know where its located. Could this be
the problem? Appreciate any ones help!! It's the electronic ignition switch I have the same
problem, and would love to replace the fuel pump relay except no one seems to offer them for
sale any more. I have a mega cab airbag abs brake light check engine light AC doesn't work no
heater replaced the tipm did not change anything any suggestions. I have a ram 4. The battery
also goes dead over night. Show 1 more comment. Refer to label on PDC cover for relay
location. To test the relay see if this helps. The ohmmeter should show continuity between
terminals 30 and 87A. The ohmmeter should not show continuity at this time. Connect the other
end of the jumper wire to the ground side of a 12 volt power source. Do not attach the other end
of the jumper wire to the relay at this time. This activates the relay. The ohmmeter should now
show continuity between relay terminals 87 and The ohmmeter should not show continuity

between relay terminals 87A and If the relay passed the tests, it operates properly. Check the
remainder of the ASD and fuel pump relay circuits. You may be going down a very deep rabbit
hole. Remember that Chrysler had incredible trouble, including multiple lawsuits and recall's
based on TIPM issues. This is the best explanation on this problem yet. Thank you very much. I
will try it in the am as it is night fall here now. There are no relays on the top fuse board on my
vehicles TIPM. I am totally confused now as to how I can trouble shoot this solid state relay. I
am unable to explain this finding very well but if anyone can follow me and has a solution
please let me know. Also, take one of the inside of the IPM cover. Post those with your question.
Here is a guide on how to do that Adding images to an existing question. Its not very clear but
its the best I can do for now. The TIPM had been removed from the vehicle so it does not show
you the surrounding area but it is situated next to the battery on the drivers side of the engine
enclosure. As you may tell there are no relays on the board and although the lid identifying the
circuits is not clear it does not specify a relay as well. Any suggestions would help since those
TIPM's are very expensive. I understand that these modules are rebuilt and sold again. Is that
true? Perhaps you may know of a place that rebuilds them. As you can see I am grasping at
straws. Hold off and don't quit just yet. Yes the TIPM are expensive. There might still be ways
around this. Can you take a couple of pictures of your engine compartment? I understand your
frustration, but doing this over the internet is like fixing your TIPM through the tailpipe of your
truck with a pair of knitting needles:- I just triple checked the service manual and it still shows
the same thing. What exact engine size is your ? Show 7 more comments. Jason Brewster
silverbullet System been vac out and recharged when sitting still hot air blows out vents but
when u r driving over 20mph the ac is cold as ice. Also turned ac on and checked fan it not
working and checked all fuses was about to buy new fan and my buddy told me check relays so
here we r. And finally is the blower motor inside easy to change. Relays on most dodge cars are
under the left fender. Lift the car and remove the left front wheel ie battery side. I too am looking
for the f'n condenser relay, starting to think I could have changed the motor quicker than
finding the relay location.. Dont want to change the motor and still have to hunt the relay down
to replace it.. Jamie Humphreys. Dave Smith imnoeinstein. I have a similar issue to the issues
described above. It's a Dodge Durango, 5. Initially had some strange issues. Found eventually a
dead battery. That led to the need for a new alternator low voltage when running. Then when
truck was left alone for awhile, battery would go to 0. Found that fuel and ASD relays would
chatter intermittently, running battery down. Charged battery up, was able to start it. Then
stopped it for awhile. Then relay chattering started again. Here's a tip, when you can't start it:
Remove the ground cable from the battery for a few minutes and then reattach. Each time i've
done this i get different results. Many times it seems like it's ok and even can start and run. But
after a while the freakiness starts again. I think it's the TIPM. I swapped relays around in case
there was a contact or relay issue to no avail. I took most of it apart and reseated all
connections, removed and polished up the ground near the sidewall. But same effect.
Tomorrow i hope to be able to get a TIPM module from the dealer assuming it's a few hundred
and not We'll see. After getting the new used TIPM and replacing it, i had similar symptoms, i.
Eventually traced this to water down near the fuse panel on the driver's side. Took out plastic
and lifted carpet and dried it all out. The odd, erratic behavior went away. Lesson is, what looks
like a computer issue could be water inside the car near the wiring harness that runs along the
floor near the fuse panel near the driver's side feet area. Found it plugged, used weed wacker
string to clear it. Then tested for water leaks and found none. Can you swap other relays to test
before buying the ASD relay? I'm having similar issues and have swapped the ignition switch
with no luck. Next step is the ASD relay so I curious because of not being able to return
electrical items. Also where exactly was the water issue? Any help would be great, Thanks
Drew. Jesse killaklankid. Jesse, there is a fuel pump relay bypass kit available for the TIPM that
is n
2007 jeep commander headlight replacement
nissan versa 2012 manual
buick 2008 lucerne
ot the style pictured above. If you have the other TIPM that is full of relays and fuses, then the
bypass kit is for you. Well mostly anyway, the wire colours for the wires internal to the IPM are
not shown, but you should be able to work it out. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. View the
answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No.
Voted Undo. Score 2. Did you ever fix this? Where is the ASD on a Ram ? Any ideas on where to
buy one? The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Was this
answer helpful? Score 5. Jason Brewster silverbullet83 Rep: 25 3 1. What are you on? Sir D.
Jamie Humphreys Rep: 13 1. Score 1. Dave Smith imnoeinstein Rep: 1. Hi, I have a similar issue

to the issues described above. Any other ideas? Score 0. Dave: Can you swap other relays to
test before buying the ASD relay? Jesse killaklankid Rep: 1. I have a dodge ram 4. Add your
answer kudran will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

